Abstract-Randomized, clinical trials are commonly regarded as the highest level of evidence to support clinical decisions.
H ealth care decision makers need evidence-based medicine to support clinical and health policy choices, 1 and randomized, clinical trials are the highest level of evidence to support these decisions. 2, 3 Good Clinical Practice (GCP) guidelines were developed to provide an ethical and scientific quality standard for investigators, sponsors, monitors, and institutional review boards throughout each stage of clinical trials. 4 These guidelines were initially designed to harmonize conduct for clinical trials intending to submit data to regulatory authorities. GCP principles are commonly applied to contemporary clinical investigations of human subjects with the intent of supporting the safety and well-being of study participants. GCP serves "as a roadmap of responsibilities" for those involved in research and can improve the quality and consistency of trial operations. 5 
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In contradistinction, it has been suggested that some of these guidelines if inflexibly applied may result in challenges. 6 For instance, some GCP processes can lead to markedly increased trial complexity, duration, and costs without substantially improving the quality of these trials, their ability to correctly answer clinical questions or support the safety of human subjects. 7, 8 Furthermore, sponsor interpretation of GCP may complicate trial conduct via implementation of regulatory and monitoring approaches that increase the workload and dissatisfaction of site staff and research monitors as well as study participants.
More recently, the growing widespread availability of electronic health record (EHR) data in community practice has led to the potential to use such data to streamline trials and conduct pragmatic clinical trials (PCTs). 9, 10 EHR-based PCTs represent 1 contemporary strategy to improve the efficiency of clinical trials, reduce costs, and support more real-world study conduct. Although recent EHR-empowered trial designs offer remarkable opportunities, there is a potential tension between certain central tenets outlined in GCP guidelines and the core principles of PCTs. In the present article, we highlight potential areas of discordance between GCP guidelines and the principles of PCTs and suggest strategies to balance these perspectives to optimally perform clinical trials in the electronic age.
assessing acute myocardial infarction (MI) therapies used a 1-page case report form without site monitoring, end point adjudication, or site payments. 11, 12 In this era, the integrity of the trial results was supported by randomization, large sample sizes, and unbiased outcome assessment. However, a number of competing forces including financial incentives and perceived conflicts of interest led to increased trial bureaucracy. 12 In response, GCP guidelines were developed to ensure patient safety, prevent and detect fraud, and ensure the validity of trial findings. However, these guidelines also led to increased trial complexity and cost. Challenges with participant recruitment and retention, declining funding, and poor engagement of recruiting clinicians placed further strain on the research infrastructure. 13 With increased documentation and regulatory requirements, and a strained research structure, as well, clinical trial enrollment shifted from the United States and Western Europe to other world regions. Factors promoting the globalization of clinical research and the potential adverse impact of these trends were recently outlined.
14 The current paradigm shift in clinical trials requires a reappraisal of GCP guidelines and their applicability to contemporary research.
Several studies from the Tufts Center for the Study of Drug Development have evaluated the cost and complexity associated with study conduct in the contemporary GCP environment. In 2011, Getz et al 15 reported temporal changes in protocol design complexity and study staff burden in >8300 clinical trial protocols from 2000 to 2007 (Table 1) . The typical phase III protocol in the 2000 to 2003 period had an average of 20 unique procedures in comparison with 28 unique procedures conducted 5 times in 2004 to 2007. In cardiovascular trials, there was a ≈50% increase in total procedures and 30% increase in total work burden in the comparison of these periods. A separate analysis found that for phase III studies ≈25% of procedures supported regulatory requirements and noncore data with an average direct cost of ≈$2 million (≈20% of the total). 16 The authors conservatively estimated that the total direct costs for these procedures in active phase II and III studies is ≈$4 billion annually. Intensive study-specific testing not only influences the burden on site staff, but also reduces patient participation in clinical trials. 17 A recent analysis also assessed temporal changes in the size, duration, and enrollment rates for cardiovascular trials published between 2001 and 2012 in select high-impact journals. 18 Comparing the 2001 to 2003 period with 2009 to 2012, trials involved more patients (median from 400 to 500) and sites (from 20 to 22) and enrollment rate decreased from 1.2 to 0.9 patients/site per month. Importantly, low enrollment rates may influence event rates and the validity of trial results. 19, 20 Median trial duration (2.1 years) did not significantly change over time.
Taken together, these temporal changes are attributable to a number of factors including advances in medical therapy that require larger numbers to demonstrate a net clinical benefit, and an overall globalization of trials and regulatory challenges, as well. 14, 21 Regardless, these overall trends in trial complexity, work burden, cost, and enrollment challenges suggest the need for a reappraisal of the current trial environment.
Central Tenets of GCP: Advantages and Criticisms
The initial intention of GCP criteria was to ensure the safety and rights of participants in trials and the reliability of trial data to support the safety of future patients. 4 In brief, the guidelines detail the responsibilities, procedures, and recording that are necessary for appropriate trial conduct by investigators, study staff, sponsors, and institutional review boards. In general, these guidelines have led to improved quality of clinical trial conduct and reporting. For instance, GCP stipulates that trials are conducted in compliance with the institutional review board-approved protocol with appropriate adverse event monitoring and reporting. These consistent expectations supported a reduction in site/investigator misconduct, enhanced the protection of patients, and improved data quality and standardization across trials for reporting to regulatory bodies.
Importantly, the development and implementation of GCP guidance were related to and complementary to other documents focusing on the ethics of human subject research; these concepts are covered in documents including the Declaration of Helsinki, 22 the Belmont Report, 23 and the Code of Federal Regulations, Protection of Human Subjects. 24 We refer the reader to previous summary statements on these documents. 25, 26 In brief, the Declaration of Helsinki was developed by the World Medical Association's Committee on Medical Ethics in 1964 to serve as a guide for physicians engaged in clinical research involving human subjects. 25 Basic principles include that studies be conducted by qualified persons with the health, interests, privacy, and integrity of the patient as the first consideration with careful assessment of "predictable risk and foreseeable benefit." The Belmont Report was subsequently developed in 1978 by the US National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research to articulate the fundamental ethical principles underlying human subjects research: beneficence, justice, and respect for persons. 26 The US Department of Health and Human Services has also developed a specific Code of Federal Regulations detailing basic policies for protection of human subjects (Title 45, Part 46). 24 This document outlines policies related to informed consent and protection of special populations and applies to all research involving human participants that is subject to regulation by any US federal department or agency. Thus, GCP guidance not only includes details on scientific quality standards, but also stems from the principles outlined in documents involving the ethics of human subject research.
However, not all of the downstream effects of GCP implementation have been evidence based or positive. In some 6, 27 have previously critiqued the challenges of GCP guidance. In brief, the guidance is derived from informal consensus rather than evidence-based data. The document's writing process did not include academic researchers well versed in trial methodology. In fact, the documents lack details on authorship and references are not included. As a result, key details are missing from the documents. One example that is commonly highlighted is that there is no discussion on adequate allocation concealment in randomized trials. Allocation concealment refers to the technique used to implement the sequence of randomization in a manner that keeps clinicians and participants blinded to treatment assignment. 28 The lack of appropriate concealment has been shown to introduce bias and significantly influence trial quality. 29 Moreover, despite the significant changes in the clinical research environment over the past decade, the documents have not been updated since 1996.
Implementation of GCP guidelines has also resulted in intensive site monitoring, which is costly and time consuming and has unproven benefit. 6 Key GCP considerations include clinical monitoring and data audits to confirm that trial data are "verifiable from source documents." As discussed by Reith et al, 6 "they focus to an inappropriate extent on ensuring the completeness and accuracy of each piece of data that is recorded, even though minor errors occurring with similar frequency in the treatment groups should not materially affect the findings." Whereas, in many circumstances, site monitoring has become less intensive over time, 30 some ongoing trials continue to require substantial on-site verification of documents detailed in GCP guidelines. Major goals include the detection of fraud and the inaccurate transcription of data. Although these goals are important, the tendency to emphasize minutia may direct focus away from critical aspects of trial conduct, such as appropriate patient enrollment and retention, study intervention, and outcome assessment. There is an emphasis on essential documents unrelated to research validity (eg, updating curriculum vitae, signature sheets, drug-storage records, temperature logs) rather than activities designed to directly improve research quality and enhance scientific validity (eg, minimizing lost to follow-up). Although the intention of GCP is to protect and promote patients' rights and safety while increasing the overall quality of clinical trials, the interpretation and implementation of GCP guidelines has been far from ideal.
PCT Background, Study Characteristics, and Limitations
Although contemporary trials seem to be becoming more complex, and costly, the emergence of EHR and registry data offer the possibility of novel PCT designs whose form and function are much more similar to the streamlined clinical trials of the 1970s and 1980s. 31, 32 The key characteristics of PCTs have been previously reviewed. 33, 34 In brief, PCTs focus on whether the intervention is effective under usual conditions or in a real-world setting rather than under controlled ideal circumstances. In general, PCTs have broad entry criteria to enroll a diverse study population across heterogeneous practice settings to enhance the generalizability of study results, a shortcoming of traditional, highly selected clinical trials. 35 A major aim of PCTs is to simplify eligibility criteria, screening, and overall study conduct to improve trial efficiency.
Clinically relevant alternative interventions are compared such that results are readily applicable to usual care. Certain types of interventions may be more appropriate in a PCT than in a conventional trial. For instance, blinding and placebocontrolled comparators may be cost prohibitive in the setting of a large-scale PCT aligned with usual care. To balance concerns related to the scientific rigor or validity of a trial conducted without blinding, additional design considerations may be necessary such as the use of objective end points (eg, allcause mortality) and use of an end point-capture strategy that is systematic for all patients. Similarly, the strategy to address monitoring procedures is also not a simple one-size-fits-all approach and may require a tailored approach to match the research goals in a manner that optimizes ethical and scientific quality.
Study conduct is incorporated into routine clinical practice rather than through study-specific visits, reducing the burden and inconvenience to participants. The adherence of practitioners and patients is assessed in an unobtrusive manner (if at all). End points are clinically meaningful with assessment in a manner that is consistent with usual care (ie, site-reported) with less reliance on central adjudication. Thus, although the development of so-called pragmatic trials appears to be a relatively recent paradigm, in many respects, the design of PCTs has its roots in earlier clinical trials as exemplified by the ISIS and Global Utilization of Streptokinase and Tissue Plasminogen Activator for Occluded Coronary Arteries (GUSTO) 36 studies. More recently, to help trialists design studies and characterize the study's position on the spectrum from explanatory to pragmatic, the pragmatic-explanatory continuum indicator summary (PRECIS) tool was developed 34 and updated. 37 This tool provides a framework to characterize the different components of a clinical trial (eg, entry criteria, follow-up schedule) to promote study designs that are consistent with the intended degree of pragmatism.
The design considerations of PCTs represent 2 sides of a coin with respect to strengths and limitations. Trials that enroll a broad patient population have a more heterogeneous study population than trials with strict entry criteria. On 1 hand, this may improve the generalizability of study results. However, when neutral results are observed in a heterogeneous population, it may be uncertain whether the intervention does not work or whether positive results would have been observed under optimal conditions (ie, effectiveness versus efficacy design). Effectiveness studies may leverage a pragmatic methodology to assess interventions under usual circumstances within a broader population targeting formulary approval and real-world comparative effectiveness. In contrast, efficacy studies are routinely designed with an explanatory methodology that seeks to answer whether an intervention works under optimal circumstances. There is usually a strictly defined patient population and the results may be targeting regulatory approval. The US Food and Drug Administration requires placebo-controlled studies for pharmaceutical approval (unless superiority over another marketed product is targeted) and has historically required efficacy rather than effectiveness data. 33 As a result, most previous and ongoing PCTs compared clinically available therapeutics (ie, phase IV studies) rather than novel therapeutics requiring regulatory review. Other potential concerns with PCTs include limitations of real-world safety reporting, reduced patient retention and the potential for reduced adherence and data acquisition outside the context of conventional monitoring, and study-specific visits/procedures.
Progress in Pragmatism: Registry-Based Studies and Cluster Randomized Trials
Several strategies that have been used in contemporary clinical trials to improve pragmatism include leveraging additional data sources such as registries and incorporating cluster designs to streamline trial conduct. The Thrombus Aspiration in Myocardial Infarction (TASTE) trial assessed whether thrombus aspiration during ST-segment-elevation MI reduced mortality in a multicenter trial with enrollment of patients and end point acquisition from national registries in Sweden. 38 Study of Access Site for Enhancement of Percutaneous Coronary Intervention for Women (SAFE-PCI for Women) was a randomized trial comparing radial versus femoral arterial access in women undergoing percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI). 39 The study embedded the randomized trial into the existing infrastructure of the National Cardiovascular Data Registry CathPCI Registry through the National Institutes of Health's National Cardiovascular Research Infrastructure. Similarly, the Treatment with Adenosine Diphosphate Receptor Inhibitors-Longitudinal Assessment of Treatment Patterns and Events After Acute Coronary Syndrome (TRANSLATE-ACS) trial was a longitudinal observational study of MI patients managed with PCI. 40 The trial design built on the PCI registry platform and incorporated a systematic telephone interview follow-up process, a cluster-randomized substudy to investigate the utility of platelet inhibition testing, and an assessment of the dissemination of site-specific, quality-of-care data benchmarked to peer performance. Additional clinical trials have incorporated streamlined cluster designs as in the Post-Myocardial Infarction Free Rx and Economic Evaluation (Post-MI FREEE) trial, which assessed the clinical impact of reducing cost sharing for cardiac medications following MI. 41 These clinical trial designs represent incremental progress toward improved pragmatism in comparison with the so-called explanatory or conventional trials that do not incorporate the streamlined processes proposed in PCTs.
EHR-Facilitated PCTs
The growth of EHR data across health systems has generated enthusiasm for EHR-facilitated PCTs. Importantly, although the EHR is a rich source of clinical data, it is specifically designed to support clinical care and reimbursement. The assumption that EHR data are fit for use in high-quality clinical research has not been rigorously evaluated to date. Several ongoing investigations will assess the fitness of EHR data to facilitate efficient, reliable, and cost-effective clinical research. For instance, the Aspirin Dosing: A Patient-Centric Trial Assessing Benefits and Long-term Effectiveness (ADAPTABLE trial) is one of the first chronic intervention trials that leverages a PCT design in comparison with more conventional randomized, clinical trials. ADAPTABLE is assessing lower-dose or higher-dose aspirin in patients with heart disease through the Patient Centered Outcomes Research Network (PCORnet) infrastructure. 42 PCORnet is a coordinated network of Clinical Data Research Networks representing health system collaborations and Patient-Powered Research Networks of patients/stakeholders with representation in all 50 states and coverage of >25 million Americans. The trial is embedded within usual care with minimal entry criteria, electronic patient-directed consent, and data collection that incorporates data that have been standardized to a common data model, Medicare claims, and patient-reported outcomes. The trial will recruit 20 000 patients, and, by leveraging EHR data with reduced burden on patients, clinicians, and practices, it is expected to cost less than conventional trials.
An example of a previous interventional PCT that leveraged EHR data for outcome acquisition was a real-world, randomized, open-label trial of antidepressants. 43 In addition, the Time to Reduce Mortality in End-Stage Renal Disease (TiME) Trial is an ongoing cluster-randomized National Institutes of Health collaboratory trial that is assessing the implications of hemodialysis duration on clinical outcomes and quality of life through a pragmatic design that leverages EHR data and collaboration between academic investigators and industry (clinicaltrials.gov identifier: NCT02019225). Moreover, the BPMedTime Trial is an National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute-funded randomized pragmatic trial designed to evaluate the safety and efficacy of nighttime dosing of antihypertensive medications that will leverage the EHR for recruitment and data acquisition at 2 collaborating health systems with follow-up for 36 to 42 months (National Institutes of Health Project Reporter: 1UH2AT007784-01).
Despite these recent initial steps toward streamlining clinical trials, EHR-facilitated PCTs face significant challenges. Our understanding of how EHR-based platforms might increase the efficiency of data collection, outcome surveillance, and confirmation in an integrated manner is in a nascent state. For instance, evidence from the West of Scotland Coronary Prevention Study suggests that cardiovascular end points can be ascertained from routinely recorded EHR-type data, but classification was imperfect. 44 Specifically, fatal end points ascertained via routine mechanisms (ie, source documentation, case report form completion, adjudication) showed excellent matching with register data (97%). However, nonfatal events such as MI and stroke matched ≈80% of the time. These discrepancies were attributable to factors including duplicate events, disagreement between site-reported and adjudicated events, events outside the catchment area, miscoding, and linkage errors. Importantly, the authors demonstrated that the observed risk reduction for the primary end point differed by using the record-linked data in comparison with the original trial results (39% risk reduction versus 29% ), yet the qualitative conclusions were similar regardless of the methodology. March 1, 2016 Similarly, a population-based study in Sweden comparing heart failure diagnoses in the hospital register with adjudication via chart review found that ≈80% of register cases were classified as definite heart failure with echocardiographic data increasing this to ≈90%. 45 Lower validity was observed when comparing general medicine clinics versus cardiology clinics (86% versus 91%), but the assessment of heart failure as the primary diagnosis increased validity to 95%. Taken together, these examples suggest that event classification varies depending on the specific end point but is ≥80% for commonly assessed cardiovascular end points. Importantly, the methodology for classification using both structure and unstructured EHR data is a rapidly growing area of research and will likely continue to improve over time.
EHRs are inherently heterogeneous, and common data elements are defined in different ways. 46, 47 The complexity of the healthcare system impacts the EHR as well. Patients receive care from multiple providers 48 and in multiple healthcare systems, 49 so complete information does not exist at a single location. Thus, although significant advances have been made in recent years with respect to EHR-facilitated trials, many challenges remain.
Comparison of Conventional Trials and EHR-Facilitated Trials
EHR-facilitated trials may offer financial advantages over more conventional explanatory trials in the contemporary GCP environment. A recent conventional trial of >14 000 diabetic patients enrolled at 660 sites from 2008 to 2012 with follow-up through 2015 cost nearly $250 million with monitoring constituting > $56 million (23%). In comparison, the ADAPTABLE trial that leverages EHR data to target enrollment of 20 000 patients over a shorter enrollment period is estimated to cost ≈$14 to 18 million with reduced costs for trial management and monitoring and increased costs for informatics.
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Tension Between GCP and PCTs
Areas of potential tension exist between the guidance provided by GCP and the key characteristics of PCTs. From a patient enrollment perspective, GCP guidelines indicate the need for screening and written informed consent procedures by a qualified study team member, whereas PCTs emphasize streamlined identification of study participants via electronic mechanisms and consideration of mass enrolling. In addition, there is growing interest in pragmatic trials using patient-directed consent and electronic consent 50 rather than more traditional coordinator/investigator-facilitated consent. Additional details related to study personnel responsibilities are detailed throughout the GCP guideline document. For instance, GCP indicates that qualified physician investigators should be responsible for all trial-related medical decisions and patient follow-up related to the use of the investigational product, and medical care for comorbid conditions, as well. The responsibilities outlined in the GCP guidelines may appear at odds with PCTs that emphasize inclusion of practitioners with a range of research experience, flexibility of study intervention in routine care, and minimal trial-specific training. Documentation, monitoring, and reporting guidelines are extensively detailed in the GCP document, whereas PCTs leverage routinely collected data with monitoring that is risk based (ie, scalable depending on need). A formal process for clinical event classification is invoked via the language in GCP, whereas PCTs support streamlined event capture and minimal (if any) formal adjudication. Streamlined safety reporting 32 including large-scale surveillance of safety data 51 is central to PCTs, whereas GCP details on-site monitoring with auditing and source document verification.
Harmonization of GCP and PCTs
Despite the potential for tension between GCP guidelines and PCT characteristics, innovative approaches to clinical trials can be harmonized with these historic trial guidelines. Although prior trials designed to support US Food and Drug Administration approval were routinely conventional trials with explanatory methodology, we propose that future trials across the spectrum of product development should consider incorporating elements of pragmatism as able. Ultimately, each trial design should be constructed in an individualized manner that is fit for purpose. Rather than a 1-size-fits-all approach to trial design, different trials may incorporate various degrees of operational simplicity while leveraging available data, PCT concepts, and logical implementation of GCP. Table 2 provides an overview of potential solutions to address GCP guidance in the context of PCTs. For example, a strategy of simplifying the informed consent process can be conducted in a manner that reduces the burden on patients and investigators, while supporting the rights and safety of patients in a manner consistent with GCP recommendations. Previous studies have demonstrated that, when patients do not read informed consent documents, they are nearly 3 times more likely to decline trial participation in comparison with those patients who read the document. 52 Therefore, a simplified consent form in language accessible to the layperson may be designed in collaboration with patient partners to balance the need to adequately inform the patient of critical study elements and convey any risks to the patient. These consent forms should focus on the presentation at the eighth-grade level with typical oral reading rates of no more than 150 words per minute to ensure comprehension 53 and should also implement comprehension questions. Similarly, the historic perspective that medical contact for those involved in all trials needs to be orchestrated by qualified study investigators through study-specific visits may represent an overinterpretation of the GCP guidelines that can be adapted to the PCT model. A potential advantage of clinical trials that are aligned with routine care is reduction in the Hawthorne effect that may be seen with additional study visits and patient monitoring. The Hawthorne effect involves an alteration in the behavior of research participants as a consequence of the awareness of study participation, which may bias trial results. 54 Focused and abbreviated study-specific and general research training of usual care providers may be appropriate to support a PCT model that leverages streamlined participation of a real-world clinical trial team with support and mentorship from a trial physician. Furthermore, for some PCTs that are aligned with standard-of-care procedures, minimal (if any) additional research training or study-specific training may be needed for usual care providers. With the ascertainment of baseline and outcomes data from electronic sources including the EHR, registries, and national registers, the responsibility and burden of research participation for enrolling sites may be reduced and the requirements for provider training may not apply or may be reduced. A balanced approach for monitoring and safety reporting would incorporate large-scale surveillance of safety data 51 as able, with more conventional reporting of specific adverse events of interest. Importantly, some clinical trials (eg, a cardiovascular outcomes study for a novel agent) may be best conducted with a more traditional trial design that incorporates streamlined operations, end points, and data acquisition, as appropriate, to reduce cost and improve efficiency.
At the present time, there are several ongoing efforts that may improve harmonization of GCP perspectives with contemporary clinical trials. The National Heart Lung and Blood Institute also has keen interest in reforming trial design and conduct. 55, 56 TransCelerate BioPharma is a nonprofit entity that includes biopharmaceutical companies, regulatory bodies, and academicians with a mission of collaborating across the research community "to identify, prioritize, design and facilitate the implementation of solutions to drive efficient, effective and high-quality delivery of new medicines." 57 The consortium has focused on improving the quality and efficiency of clinical trials via incremental advancements in the following areas: risk-based monitoring, 58 site qualification and training that meets benchmarked minimum GCP criteria, industry-wide clinical data standards to support research data exchange and patient safety, and the development of a shared investigator platform to exchange data and protocols to facilitate trial development. Additional initiatives of TransCelerate include the creation of common clinical trial protocol templates and a global investigator registry to streamline trial conduct and optimize trial efficiency with supporting appropriate trial conduct and patient safety.
The Clinical Trials Transformation Initiative (CTTI) was cofounded in 2007 by Duke University and the US Food and Drug Administration to identify and promote clinical trial practices that prioritize quality and efficiency. 59 CTTI's membership includes academic research organizations and representatives from industry and government, and patients and investigators, as well. The group has generated data on clinical trial conduct to provide recommendations for improvement on topics such as informed consent, patient recruitment, and institutional review board conduct. Several of the specific areas of advancement that have been the focus of CTTI to date include the development of a Quality by Design document that includes evidence-based recommendations for improving trial quality 60 and collaboration with the US Food and Drug Administration-established Mini-Sentinel program to facilitate future randomized trials that leverage the distributed database model. 61 Additional think-tanks including representation from academia, industry, and regulatory bodies have extended these discussions on improving clinical trial conduct to topics including data safety-monitoring board processes, 62 postmarketing evaluations, 63 and reducing racial and sex disparities in clinical trials. 
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Future Directions
Despite the potential tension between GCP guidance and PCT methodology, we have highlighted strategies to help harmonize and individualize the guidance as applied to PCTs. These considerations may inform future trial design and conduct. In addition, these areas of tension suggest the need to revise and update the historic GCP guidelines to improve relevance to the contemporary research environment. GCP reform is necessary not only for the implementation of PCTs, but also for the improvement of the efficiency of conventional trials. The inclusion of academic trialists, patient partners, and evidencebased data in these revisions will be necessary. We suggest the possibility of a reduced emphasis on monitoring, auditing, and essential documents. Rather, we favor shifting the focus to stream-lined and real-world enrollment, study conduct, and reporting to ensure internal and external validity of trial results. The guidance could benefit from changing the guidelines to more specifically cover Good Clinical Trial Practice in the contemporary research environment. 6 In brief, the emphasis should be on making sure that the right patient (ie, satisfies entry criteria with adequate consent) receives the appropriate intervention (ie, correct randomization, blinding, and treatment assignment) with adequate assessment of outcomes (ie, complete, correct, and timely event ascertainment). With the appropriate engagement of patients, clinicians, researchers, policy makers, and regulators, these issues can be clarified to improve the clinical research enterprise while maintaining high standards of protection of the rights, safety, and wellbeing of study participants. TransCelerate, CTTI, and MiniSentinel represent ongoing collaborative efforts that may help to harmonize GCP principles with the design of PCTs. GCP does not necessarily preclude the conduct of PCTs, but rather requires alignment between the different trial stakeholders, particularly sponsors. A central theme is the alignment of industry subgroups, including those from compliance, regulatory, and safety groups, with those of investigators designing PCTs. Implementation of GCP is dependent in large part on differential interpretation by these parties. Improved partnerships between regulators, industry representatives, trialists, and patients on the interpretation of GCP is long overdue, and the era of EHR-facilitated PCTs may represent the ideal time for a reappraisal and redesign of study conduct.
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